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BROADCAST DATES                                BBC2 10.30-10.50AM
 

Programme Title Broadcast Date
1 Maths in action - Get Down To Business

                            An Enterprise Activity
Tuesday 11th January 2005

2 Maths in action - Maths and our Built Heritage Tuesday 18th January 2005

PROGRAMME 1: Get Down To Business                              AN ENTERPRISE ACTIVITY

This programme is about a Year 7 class setting up and running a mini-enterprise called the Eco-     
Friendly Fair Company. To assist in the organisation of the company the pupils paid a visit to a real 
company Johnston Printing in Kilrea. The mini-enterprise is part of a cross curricular project which took 
place over a 6 week half term. 

LEARNING OUTCOMES

By the end of the programme and activities the students should be able to

1) Work together as a team recognising the value of co-operation, collaboration & communication

2) Understand how a business or industry works and its importance to the economy

3) Have increased financial knowledge and capability

4) Plan, conduct and participate in interviews

5) Make and present a business plan using PowerPoint

6) Make objective decisions

7) Understand a wide range of new terms including company, marketing and finance

8) Run a mini enterprise

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

The pupils have a mind-mapping session to identify an idea for their mini-enterprise. They have to bear 
in mind that it must be feasible, practical and a potential money maker. They are also working within 
a tight time scale so this is a further constraint on their ideas. Once all the ideas are in,    including 
some unlikely suggestions from presenter Dan Gordon, they must look objectively at the pros and 
cons of each one using feasibility, practicality and money making potential as criteria. Once they have        
narrowed the list down to two or three a class vote is taken, a consensus reached and a decision made. 
The class decide to run a fair in which the emphasis will be on recycling.

Next step is to decide on a name for the company and this is done using the same system – a list is 
devised, discussed and some ideas are eliminated e.g. Really Rubbish Company is eliminated as the 
connotation does not seem to be right. 
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Finally the class decides on the name Eco-Friendly Fair Company which they feel has a good sound, 
gives the potential clients the message about the type of fair it will be and the acronym EFFC is        
acceptable to all. And so a company is born.

The company now needs a logo and corporate identity. All pupils submit a design and suggestion for    
company colours and once again an objective decision is reached by the team through a process of 
elimination and voting.

Once the class has designed an application form the atmosphere changes as pupils compete for the      
coveted positions in the company.  Following a lesson on the roles and responsibilities of the positions 
pupils submit applications.  Learning how to interview (the use of open questions) and how to be 
interviewed precedes the appointment of the first post - the managing director.  From this point the 
managing director assumes control of the interviews and, working with other class members, all posts 
are eventually filled. Will Dan be able to deal with the disappointment of not being appointed to his 
preferred post?

To find out more about the running of a real company the pupils make a bus trip to a local business      
Johnston Printing in Kilrea. There they are shown round by the managing director Mr. Gordon Craig. 
They have prepared a questionnaire to find out information about the structure of the company, the 
company’s finances, the marketing strategies and the company’s energy policy.  They know only to ask 
the questions if Mr. Craig does not impart the information during his talk.  By the end of the morning 
they climb back onto the bus saturated with knowledge about paper, printing and processes as well as 
the information about how the company functions.

Back at school the first company meeting is held where employees have the opportunity to make           
suggestions as to what games and catering  might be appropriate for the fair. Topmost in their minds 
must be the idea that all components of games must be recycled although the catering team ask for 
exemption from the recycling notion! A list of games is decided upon and responsibilities shared out.    
It is agreed to make a range of prototypes to use in the market research.
.
The marketing team begin their responsibilities by identifying their potential customers and conducting 
their market research.  They need to find out if people will come to the fair and which of the suggested 
games will prove popular.  The research is conducted in the playground where it is easy to see the 
games which are proving popular.  Once they have surveyed a section of potential customers they have 
to enter the data on to Excel on the computer and produce their results in graphic form. The pie charts 
produced are passed on to the financial team.

The financial team realise that without capital they will not manage to get their venture off the ground 
and so they take on the task of preparing a business plan which will be used to persuade the bank 
manager to make a contribution to the funds. They are also planning to sell shares in the company so 
the graphic designers design a share certificate.

A PowerPoint presentation of the business plan is made to show to Mr.Gordon Smyth , manager of the 
First Trust Bank.  Suitably impressed with their plan he offers to give  them a grant  and they raise the 
remaining capital by selling  shares to the class members. 

The marketing team is now busy drawing up a list of marketing strategies to ensure the success of the 
company.  They need to raise public awareness of the venture, entice people to come and make sure 
the product is set out in as attractive a fashion as possible. To raise awareness they decide on making 
posters, flyers, a sandwich board, wheelchair advertising, letters and the writing of a company jingle.  
To ensure   success on the day much thought is given to the layout of the hall for the fair, making   
banners to decorate the hall and to the design of the stalls.
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After the accumulation of the materials to be recycled the pupils spend a few frantic days making 
the games, the banners and items required for the fair.  The marketing team do some last minute          
advertising and the financial team make sure that floats are available for all stalls. Finally the big day 
arrives and after a flurry of activity in the morning setting everything up  the fair is declared open and 
the crowds pour in.  An excellent response from pupils and parents, teachers and assistants ensure 
that a good atmosphere is   created  and  stall holders and the catering team are kept extremely busy.  
Once the event is over there is a lot of tidying up to do and even the financial team members declare 
themselves too tired to count the money but everyone is hopeful that a good profit has been made.

Next morning all hands are on board to count the money,  record on their spreadsheet the takings from 
each stall . The money is bagged ready for the bank as the financial team do up their final accounts.  
Mid morning they announce to the company members that they have made a profit of £600.95 and 
everyone agrees that it was a highly successful venture.

KEY WORDS USED DURING THE PROGRAMME

Capital, grant, loan, shares, accountant , finance, financial director, graphic designer,  
bank, business, business plan, marketing, marketing strategies, company, employee, 
employer, interview, application, managing director, secretary  
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1. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – Before the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Business       
Awareness

Class discussion and the 
meaning of the word      
business

Group discussion on local 
known businesses.

Teacher input on business 
and its relevance to the 
economy.

Individually pupils write 
down the business they 
would like to run and give 
reasons why.
  
A sharing session of the 
ideas generated in writing 
session.  

Talking and Listening
Taking part in discussion – obeying 
the conventions of discussion.

Writing
Writing about a specific topic and 
justifying opinion and making a 
short oral 
presentation to a familiar group.

Geography 
The economy and its importance to 
jobs people do.

2. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Mind-mapping 
for ideas

Individually pupils make 
a list of ideas suitable for 
a mini enterprise.

Ideas are shared with a 
group and discussed. 

Remaining ideas are 
shared with the class and 
discussion on feasibility 
narrows it down to 3 or 4 
ideas. 

Class vote on preferred 
idea .

Talking and Listening
Conventions of discussion.  

Pupils take part in group and class 
discussions, sharing,  responding 
to and evaluating ideas, arguments 
and points of view
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3. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Decision making 
regarding name 
for company

Individually pupils decide 
on potential names for the         
company.

Ideas are shared with the 
group.

Group preferences are shared 
with class and following class 
discussion a name is chosen.

Talking and Listening 
Taking part in group and class    
discussion sharing, responding to 
and evaluating ideas

Talking about the way people 
behave in groups eg take turns 
as speakers, listen to other          
people’s views, encourage others 
to participate in group discussions

4. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Graphic Design   
–  the logo

Each pupil chooses 10 logos 
from newspapers or products 
and analyses them. He/She has 
to write whether he/she likes the 
logo and justify the opinion.

Each pupil designs and          
submits a logo for the chosen 
class company.

Class discussion on the merits 
of each logo. By a process of 
elimination a logo is chosen.

Using the colours in the 
chosen logo corporate             
colours are chosen and the term         
corporate identity explored.  

Writing
Present and structure ideas,         
information and opinions

Art and Design 
Collect, examine, select and 
use resource materials to inform     
thinking

Become familiar with a specific 
type of art

Develop their creative ideas

Talking and Listening 
Taking part in group and class    
discussion sharing, responding to 
and evaluating ideas
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5. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Designing and    
completing an 
application form.

Teacher input on positions 
in the company, their roles 
and responsibilities and              
information required on an   
application form.

Following class discussion on 
application forms each group 
designs an application form. 

Class discussion leads to the 
adoption of the best form.

The form is photocopied 
and pupils complete forms 
for each post for which they 
would like to apply.

Writing
Match and form style to             
function and show an awareness of         
audience

Compose independently

Drafting and redrafting

6. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Interviewing Teacher input on open and 
closed questions

Pupils write a list of             
appropriate questions for 
interviews and agree on these 
after class discussion

Conducting interviews for 
posts in mini-company with 
all applicants for each post     
taking turns to be interviewed.

Writing
Preparing appropriate questions 
– matching style to purpose

Talking and Listening
Talking with confidence and             
developing ideas. Showing the ability 
to explain views and opinions.

Making decisions using objective 
criteria.
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7. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Visit to a local 
business

In groups pupils discuss 
the information they wish 
to find out on their business 
related visit.

Each group takes a        
section and writes a set of              
appropriate questions

The class share the work, 
discuss and make decisions 
about questions.

A complete question-
naire is put together  and 
used on the visit to gather            
information

Each pupil uses the             
information from the         
questionnaire to write a 
report on the visit.

Writing
Planning, drafting, redrafting 
and decision making
Writing with a purpose

Using information presented 
in one form (questionnaire) to 
produce writing in another form 
(report)

Talking and Listening 
Taking part in group and class 
discussion sharing, responding 
to and evaluating ideas

Preparing and using question-
naires to seek information.

Listening attentively and        
recording information.

Talking to people in the       
community
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8. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Marketing –  
Research and    
Strategies

Market Research to be carried out 
by marketing group.

Deciding on the questions to be 
asked. Design a tally sheet on 
which to record the results of the 
survey

Collect, record and represent the 
data using pie charts and bar 
charts

Group to decide on a range of 
marketing strategies and report 
back to company. 
The marketing manager assigns 
tasks as appropriate eg graphic 
designers to design posters

Mathematics
Handling Data – Pupils should 
have opportunities to collect, 
classify record and represent and 
interpret numerical data using a 
variety of graphical forms.

ICT
Pupils record the results on 
computer and represent the data 
graphically

Talking and Listening
Taking part in group discussion 
and sharing, responding to and 
evaluating ideas.

9. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

Business Plan Teacher input on methods of    
raising capital

Finance team discuss raising of 
capital for mini enterprise.

Class work out cost price of all 
raw materials, selling price, 
predicted profits and break even 
point.

A PowerPoint presentation of the 
information is put together and the 
marketing team and their marketing 
plan. 

The presentation is made to the 
bank manager

Mathematics
Using all four operations with 
money with confidence

Use percentages in a real        
situation

Know and understand the terms 
capital, profit and loss.

Talking and Listening
Talking with people in the commu-
nity

Preparing and giving an oral pre-
sentation with use of   persuasive 
language.
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10. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the Programme

Activity Tasks Worksheets Relevance to NI Curriculum

The Event Class discussion on final 
preparations for the event.

Event takes place.

Money is counted, bagged 
and banked.

Balance sheet is completed 
to include all expenses and 
outgoings so that the finance 
team can work out the profit.

Pupils write a short report on 
‘What I have learned from the 
mini-enterprise’.

Talking and Listening
Taking part in group         
discussion and 
sharing, responding to and              
evaluating ideas.

Writing
Writing a report which is 
varied and interesting and 
conveys meaning clearly.

Mathematics
Understanding the           
conventional way of           
recording money and
Using four operations  with 
confidence


